
 
 

 
 

 

TVM Basic Kit 
 
 

 

 

 

Builder’s Kit  The stock is hand-shaped about 75% and the barrel 

and ramrod channels are cut. All other building and wood/metal 

finishing is to be completed by the customer.  Therefore, this kit is 

recommended for an advance/expert builder. We offer this kit in TN, 

Southern (Basic and Poor Boy), Early VA, Late Lancaster, Iron PA, Leman, 

Tulle, and Fowler.  Estimated time of delivery is 2-5 weeks. 

 

 

 

 

- Only single triggers are included in these kits. 

- You can upgrade your wood grade. 

- Estimated time of delivery is 2 - 5 weeks. 

 

 

We recommend The Art of Building the Pennsylvania Longrifle as a great 
reference for finishing any kit.  Written by Chuck Dixon, this book has 109 
pages filled with detailed instructions and over 450 illustrations and charts.  

TVM Kit  The stock is hand-shaped about 75% with the barrel 

and ramrod channels completely inlet.  The butt area of the stock 
has a complete shape and the forearm is rounded on the bottom to a 
basic shape.  This area is left a little heavy on top to allow the builder to 
shape as desired.  The lock is inlet 90% with the center lock bolt 
drilled and tapped.  Some final fitting is required by the builder.  The 
triggers are about 80% inlet.  The breech plug is installed in the 
barrel. The breech and tang are completely inlet and the touchhole 
liner or drum is drilled and tapped. Dovetails for the front/rear 
sights are about 50% cut into the barrel.   Placement of the tenons is 
marked on the barrel as a guide for the builder to install the tenons.  
The builder must also inlet the tenons into the stock and drill the pin 
holes.  Other parts purchased with the kit such as, butt plate, side plate, 
toe plate, nose cap, thimbles, and trigger guard must be installed.  The 
builder will finish the wood and metal as desired.  We offer this kit in 
TN, Southern (Basic and Poor Boy), Early VA, Late Lancaster, Iron PA, 
Leman, Tulle, and Fowler.  Estimated time of delivery is 4 - 6 weeks. 
 
 
 

TVM Poor-Boy Kit 
 

 

 

 

 

 


